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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel solid state Nitric Oxide (NO) sensor made of a spin trap (iron(II)-diethyldithiocarbamate complex,
FeDETC) encapsulated in a siloxane-poly(oxypropylene) (PPO) matrix was developed. Nitric oxide (NO), a free radical
molecule, has numerous roles in various physiological functions, such as the regulation of blood pressure, immune response to bacterial infection, and nervous systems. Siloxane-polyether hybrid materials, for example siloxanepoly(oxypropylene) (PPO), are easy to prepare, transparent and flexible. The combination of all these characteristics in
a unique material allows it to be used in several scientific and technological areas, including human health. NO radical
is trapped in FeDETC, which allows its detection by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). FeDETC was added while
PPO was a sol, which was then left in air for gelation. The novel sensor was dived directly into a solution of NO, when
the NO-FeDETC complex was formed. Our results show that the novel sensor responds to NO, with similar sensitivity as
previously published sensors. PPO sensors present a strong EPR signal and a high stability, keeping its signal for 45
days. We have studied ways to accelerate the NO release from the sensor, in order to study its potential as a drug delivery
system. We observed an acceleration in NO release by using a modulated magnetic field of 40 G at 100 kHz; as well as by
UV irradiation. Thermal induced NO release was also tested by heating NO-FeDETC PPO up to 50˚C, with good results.
Keywords: Biomaterials; Nitric Oxide; PPO; Drug Delivery System

1. Introduction
Nitric oxide (NO) is a free radical with multiple physiological functions [1-3], and few decades ago, NO was
just another toxic molecule, one of a lengthy list of environmental pollutants such as cigarette smoke and smog.
Over the past few years, diverse lines of evidence have
converged to show that this sometime toxic pollutant gas
plays a fundamental role in numerous biological processes in the body [4]. NO is synthesized by three differentially gene-encoded nitric oxide synthase (NOS) enzymes [4,5]. It serves as a key signaling molecule in
various physiological processes including vasodilatation,
respiration, cell migration, immune response and apoptosis. Over recent years, it has become apparent that NO
has important effects on bone cell function [6,7]. On the
Open Access

other hand, excessive and unregulated NO synthesis has
been implicated as causal or contributing factor to various pathophysiological conditions including cancer [810]. Detection of NO presents a series of challenges
since it is highly reactive, which means it has short lifetimes in living organisms, depending on the environment
from milliseconds to minutes, before it reacts and consequently is found in low quantities in biological systems
[11]. One way to measure NO is the use of spin traps like
iron complexes with dithiocarbamates and porphyrins
due to the affinity between NO and the iron complexes
allowing the use of electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) to radical detection. However, these complexes
are unstable for long-term measurements. In previous
works of our group [11-13], we proposed the encapsulaMSA
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tion of iron(II)-diethyldithiocarbamate (FeDETC) in different matrixes for either the measurement of NO or its
release.
In one of these matrixes, a NO sensor was made encapsulating FeDETC in a sol-gel matrix [14]. Sensors
entrapped in gels offer numerous advantages when compared with liquid based systems: they are easier to manipulate, allow species detection and concentrations
measurements with less contamination of the sample, can
be used for continuous sensing and are normally more
stable. In our case [14], the idea was to combine the
specificity and high sensitivity of EPR, with the conveniences of working with a spin trap in the solid state. For
EPR, measurement of special interest is the fact that solutions are in general hard to measure since liquids have
high dielectric losses, or in other words they absorb microwaves, which limits severely the detection. EPR
quartz liquid cells are necessary when liquids are to be
measured by EPR, which are expensive and impose restrictions in what concerns the concentration of paramagnetic species. Therefore, entrapping the paramagnetic species in a solid is of great interest for EPR.
In another work [12,13], natural rubber latex (NRL)
was used as a matrix for the sustained and controlled delivery of NO. NRL is an important inductor of the healing
process of wounds, being used in various biomedical applications like prosthetics and bone grafts [15-18]. Results
showed that one can have sustained delivery of NO from
NRL matrix for up to 350 hours. FTIR spectroscopy
showed that NO/FeDETC when encapsulated in NRL has
its properties and structure preserved [19].
In this work, we present a novel EPR NO sensor based
on a siloxane-poly(oxypropylene) (PPO) matrix. The
sensor was obtained by the spin trap iron(II)-diethyldithiocarbamate complex (FeDETC) encapsulated in a siloxane-poly(oxypropylene) PPO matrix. This same system is used for the sustained and controlled delivery of
NO. This material is flexible, transparent and easily manipulated. We have tested different ways to do accelerated and controlled release of NO. The PPO-FeDETC
system was exposed to ambient atmosphere (humidity
60%, 25˚C), ultraviolet, temperature at 50˚C, dark room,
and magnetic field (amplitude modulation) of 40 G. The
EPR signal of NO in the matrix was monitored as function of time.

2. Materials and Methods
First The PPO used in this work was obtained by sol-gel.
All chemical reagents used are commercially available
(Fluka, Aldrich). Succinctly, 3-isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane (IsoTrEOS) and O,O’Bis(2-aminopropyl(polyoxypropylene)) in the molar ratio 2:1 were stirred together in tetrahydrofuran (THF) under reflux at 80˚C for
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6 h to form the hybrid precursor 3(EtO)Si-(PPO)Si(OEt)3 [20,21].
The sol was obtained by mixing the precursor with the
spin trap FeDETC in an ethanol solution containing HCl
or NH4F. Hydrolysis was promoted by water addition
followed by polycondensations reactions. This process
was adopted for PPO polymers with molecular weight
(MW) of 300 and 2000 g/mol (labeled as PPO300 and
PPO2000).
For the FeDETC solution, iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), dimethylformamide (DMF, C3H7ON)
and sodium dietyldithiocarbamate (DETC,
C5H10NNaS2·3H2O) were used. DMF and DETC were
obtained from Acrós Organics (Belgium). The solution
was prepared using 12 mg of iron chloride and 20 mg of
DETC in 3 mL of DMF under magnetic agitation during
10 minutes. The entrapment of FeDETC in the matrix
was obtained by mixing the PPO solution with FeDETC
solution. After this, the solution was left in air for 2 day
to complete the polymerization process resulting in a
solid matrix. NO was generated in an aqueous solution
by mixing NaNO2 10 mM (250 μL), deionized water
(750 μL) and Na2S2O4 (145 mg) in an eppendorf tube of
1.5 mL. In the presence of sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4)
nitrite is reduced to NO. The saturated concentration of
NO in this solution is 2.2 mM.
NO −2 + Na 2SO 4 → NO −

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) experiments
were done in a computer interfaced Varian E-4 X-band
spectrometer at room temperature. For EPR measurements, the films were removed from the solution, dried
and inserted in a quartz tube. For all samples the only
signal observed was of the NO-FeDETC complex. To
maximize signal to noise ratio various spectra were
summed up, typically at least 10. To avoid sample repositioning induced errors for the measurements following
the EPR signal with time, the sample was kept inside the
resonant cavity. A reference sample with a known and
stable amount of spins was used before each measurement.

3. Results and Discussion
In recent years, the study of organic-inorganic nanocomposites became a mushrooming field of investigation
due to the promising applications of these materials in
optics, electronics, electrochemistry and biology [22-26].
These hybrids are considered as biphasic materials, the
organic and inorganic phases being mixed at a nanometric scale. A family of hybrids, which recently attracted
interest, consists of siloxane-polyether nanometer scale
composites (Figure 1), in which the organic and inorganic phases are bonded by urea bridges, thus named
ureasils [27]. These transparent materials were originally
MSA
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Figure 1. Siloxane-Poly(Oxypropylene) (PPO) monomer,
with n = 34 for PPO2000 and n = 5 for PPO300 [31].

synthesized to be used in photochromic devices [28] as
solid electrolytes [29,30] because the covalent bonds
between the polymer and the siloxane backbone hinder
phase separation, preserving the stability of mechanical
and thermal properties.
Gradzielski et al. [32] studied the aqueous aggregation
behavior of several nonionic and ionic siloxane surfactants. They found micellar and lyotropic liquid crystal
phases in siloxane surfactant/water systems similar to the
phases found in hydrocarbon surfactant colloidal systems,
although some of these siloxane surfactants have irregular branched structures.
We shall start by comparing the EPR signal of FeDETC:NO in different matrixes. [11-13]. In Figure 2 the
EPR signal of the FeDETC:NO in a matrix of Latex and
SiOx is shown. SiOx is a sol-gel matrix from siloxane. In
the same figure the EPR signal of FeDETC:NO at different temperatures is also shown. Notice the similarities
of the spectra measured in the matrixes at room temperature with the one in the solution measured at 77 K.
In Figure 3, the EPR signal of the FeDETC:NO in different concentrations inside of the PPO300 matrix is
shown. Notice that the signal increases as the FeDETC
concentration is also increased. Another important parameter, which concerns the sensitivity of the NO delivery system, is the density of spin traps [14] incorporated
into the PPO matrix. In this case, the function of
FeDETC is to trap NO. As already mentioned, to maximize signal to noise ratio various spectra were summed
up, typically at least 10. All sensors were immersed in a
saturated NO solution for 2 h prior to starting the measurements. These spectra were taken after leaving the
sample in the dark for 24 h after immersion in the NO
solution. Figure 3(a) shows the EPR signal amplitude as
a function of FeDETC concentration for the PPO matrix.
The experimental data in Figure 3(b) were fitted using
an exponential decay function.
In Figure 4, the PPO300 sensor was immersed in a 2.5
mM NO solution for 2 hours. The EPR signal amplitude
just after the sensor was taken from the NO solution is
plotted as a function of time in different conditions: 1)
left in the dark at room temperature, 2) under ultraviolet
illumination, 3) left at 50˚C and 4) dark room. As can be
seen, the signal decreases with time until it vanishes for
temperature at 50˚C and dark room. However, the EPR
signal increase for samples preserved at room temperaOpen Access

Figure 2. Typical EPR spectra from FeDETC:NO in solution and inside the Latex matrix, and SiOx matrix. For the
spectra in solution (dashed lines) the measurement temperatures were 300 K and 77 K [13].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. EPR signal from FeDETC:NO of PPO matrix as
a function of FeDETC concentration: (a) Amplitude intensity; (b) Amplitude as a function of time. Notice that
FeDETC:NO signal amplitudes are essentially dependent of
FeDETC concentration.
MSA
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Figure 5. EPR signal intensity of PPO2000 sensor as a function of time.
Figure 4. EPR signal intensity of PPO300 sensor as a function of time.

ture and UV.
In Figure 5, the EPR signal amplitude just after the
PPO2000 sensor was taken from the NO solution is plotted
as a function of time in different conditions: 1) UV, 2)
dark room, 3) temperature at 50˚C and 4) magnetic field
(Amplitude Modulation) of 40 G. As can be seen, the
signal decreases with time until it vanishes all samples.
In Figures 4 and 5, we observed that EPR signal amplitudes (PPO300 and PPO2000) increase with the FeDETC
quantify, but non-linearly. We demonstrated that diethyldithiocarbamates is presence in PPO support. FeDETC:NO signal amplitudes are essentially dependent of
FeDETC concentration [12,14]. In addition, the PPO
sensors present a stronger EPR signal and highest stability, keeping the NO signal intensity for more than 40
days. The ultraviolet radiation induces an increase in
EPR signal in both matrixes. Moreover, modulated magnetic field of 40 G at 100 kHz, as well exposing the
PPO2000 sensor to a temperature at 50˚C, accelerated the
NO release from the sensor, i.e.; field magnetic induced
release of NO has potential application as a drug delivery
system. The acceleration in the NO release is due the
hyperthermia magnetic.
Kumar & Mohammad [33] presented a case for broadening the meaning of the term “hyperthermia” by including thermotherapy as well as magnetically modulated controlled drug delivery. They provided a classification for controlled drug delivery using hyperthermia:
The highlight of this work was to portray potential opportunities for the combination of hyperthermia-based
therapy and controlled drug release paradigms-towards
successful application in personalized medicine.
Lien & Wu [34] synthesized the multifunctional magnetic nanoparticles (SiO2/Fe3O4) containing thermosensitive polymers (PNIPAM, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide),
generating thermosensitive and magnetic properties of
Open Access

nanocomposites. The magnetic properties of SiO2/Fe3O4
nanoparticles show superparamagnetic behavior. They
observed that for thermosensitivity analysis, the phase
transition temperatures of multifunctional nanoparticles
measured using DSC was at around 34˚C - 36˚C.
Kim et al. [35] synthesized and characterized multifunctional chitosan-MnFe2O4 MNPs for hyperthermia
and drug release behavior. They observed that these
nanoparticles display significant heating for hyperthermia applications (which when adds to their already-reported use in MRI).
Already, others works have shown the magnetic field
influence in drug delivery. Souza et al. [36] showed the
influence of magnetic nanoparticles (SiO2/Fe3O4) on drug
release kinetics with cisplatin, carboplatin, and atenolol
under in vitro conditions in the absence and in the presence of an external magnetic field (0.25 T) by using
NdFeB permanent magnet. The constant external magnetic field did not affect drug release significantly. The
low-frequency alternating magnetic field had a large influence on the cisplatin release profile.
Chen et al. [37] (2008) grafted doxorubincin (DOX,
anticancer agent) into surface of the core-shell nanoparticles (Fe3O4/SiO2). They showed that DOX-grafted
Fe3O4/SiO2 core-shell structure nanoparticles presented a
superparamagnetic property with a saturation magnetization value of 49.3 emu/g, indicating a great potential application in the treatment of cancer using magnetic targeting drug-delivery technology.
Souza et al. [38] (2008) showed that the magnetite
nanoparticles (Fe3O4) are completely coated by wellordered mesoporous silica(SiO2) with free pores and stable (~8 nm thick) pore walls, and that the structural and
magnetic properties of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles are preserved in the applied synthesis route.
PPOs associated to FeDETC-NO are easy to manipulate, allow species detection and concentrations measurements with few sample contamination. These characMSA
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teristics indicate that PPO matrix may be a good choice
for a NO delivery system, with superior mechanical
properties [11-13]. The samples are very stable: the signal amplitude of NO could be detected even after 40 days
exposed to ambient atmosphere. As NO is an early mediator of the inflammatory process associated to tissue
regeneration presented interesting biological properties.
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P. Collin-Osdoby, G. A. Nickols and P. Osdoby, “Bone
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4. Conclusion
We propose a novel NO delivery system made of a spin
trap (iron(II)-diethyldithiocarbamate complex, FeDETC)
encapsulated in a PPO matrix. The rate release of NO in
this system was observed by EPR, exposing the sample
to ambient atmosphere. The results indicate that it is possible for NO to release for 40 days. Moreover, a system
with modulated magnetic field of 40 G at 100 kHz in
PPO sensor to a temperature at 50˚C, accelerated the NO
release from the sensor, i.e. field magnetic, and induced
release of NO, has potential application as a drug delivery system. The acceleration in the NO release is due to
the hyperthermia magnetic. In addition, the matrix is
flexible, transparent and easily manipulated.
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